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School Law and the Public Schools is a practical, easy to read, comprehensive guide to the legal

issues facing public schools in the U.S. today. An essential reference for all teachers, educational

leaders, and policymakers at all levels, the book is organized and written in a style that is accessible

to all, even those with little or no knowledge of the legal issues in education.
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The author wrote this book in such a manner that a high school government student could

understand the majority of the legal discussion and implications for school leaders.Today's educator

would be remiss not to read this down to earth text and not pay attention to its contents while

working in today's educational environments where one is constantly exposed to being sued.The

author provides the reader with clear and understandable legal definitions, administrative

summaries, landmark cases, and interesting legal situations that have occurred in public schools

across the United States.Classroom teachers, school principals, superintendents, school board

members, and graduate students all come away with a sense of "I will not do that again" after

reading this very practical school law guide.While the book does not address school integration and

school finance issues from a legal stance, it does an excellent job of addressing all other aspects of

educational law.



Just finished with my educational law class for my masters. This book is VERY repetitive but the

chapters are organized well and it has tons of valuable information. I wish it had more factual court

case examples.

This is a practical and easy-to-read book for any person needing to know more about school law. It

has section summaries, case studies, discussion scenarios, and what-to-do style guides. This is a

book I keep in my desk as a teacher and will keep close as I move up through the school system.

I was excited to purchase this book for grad school and read it through the Kindle app in my iPad. It

would be nice to have page numbers that correspond with the actual text somewhere to speed class

discussion and help with citations in essays.

Book is still in excellent condition. It is just the wrong edition. Goodwill will not take it back. Never

been used. WOn;t ever order anything form Goodwill again because of this issue. I've ben down

wrong!

I had submitted for the 6th edition and I was delivered the first edition. It arrived on time. It just

wasn't the book edition I had searched for. It does not have the chapters I needed for the class I

was taking.

As others have said, a good, simple overview. Case studies and questions were good, but since all

of the cases are readily available online, the majority of these could be eliminated and just

referenced. The price tag is hefty, and in this day in age, I would definately prefer an electronic

version

Imagine my joy when I found a kindle version of my required textbook for a grad class! My satchel

would no longer have to make room for another volume, but I would be able to pull out my kindle

and return at once to where I left off.Imagine my disappointment when I found that my mere kindle

was not worthy to embrace this high-minded tome. If I wished to read this e-book (starting in less

than a minute while saving 36%), I would have to purchase a $200 Kindle Fire tablet...which, though

I am no mathematician, eat up most, if not all of my savings.Imagine my consternation that the

same e-book that is too mighty for my kindle may be read on my pc with a free downloadable Kindle

app which would allow me to read my book on a pc screen with all of its unappealing visuals,



instead of my comfortingly easy-on-the-eyes kindle.Pearson,  - please make a regular pedestrian

kindle version of this book available. This product promotion/extortion is going to pave the way for

whichever electronic retailer will succeed you.As a result, I cannot actually review the product

yet...just the weird decision to make it unavailable to me in its simplest form.
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